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ABSTRACT 

The term ‘Digital Marketing’ specifies the creation and management of customer relationships using online 

activities which may generate the lead for sale and further; searching for potential customers for business 

development and its possiblegrowth. For the growth of business and good ROI, trust building among customers 

is the key attribute. Information Technology has given the new dimension to the business as E-Business. The 

major focus in this paper is to discuss the emerging digital tools and trends in Digital Marketing and to analyze 

the various issues observed during its implementation in E-Business. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Without proper identification of potential customer, to enter into the business world is not a justifiedreason. 

Theemergences of WWW, Internet, and Web Technologies have been provided the flexible framework to enter 

easily into the online business. On one way it is providing the opportunity for entering into the business with 

less investment but on the other hand increasing the level of competition in the cyber world. Therefore   

Relation building and then after maintaining that relation into the era of neck to neck competition is a challenge. 

Slight fall in unwanted business practices may have a huge cost in terms of customer relation. With the advent 

and wide popularity of Social Media; to come in contact is quite easy among each other, but to build the trust for 

business and to maintain the ethical business relation with the customer is one of the major challenges. 

According to Anon-“Marketing is getting the right goods and services to the right people at right places at right 

time at the right price with the right communication”. Marketing management is the analysis, planning, 

implementation and control of programs designed to create, build and maintain beneficial exchanges with target 

buyers for the purpose of achieving organizational objectives. .The Web via Internet is overloaded with the 

information. With the mindset that “Most of needs and wants can be driven by the Internet” is the main reason 

of increasing online users day by day. This trend has forced the corporate world to perform activities such as 

customer targeting, branding, promotion and advertising over the Web. The noticeable advantage of using 

Digital Marketing over traditional marketing is that it reduces the selling cycle of the business. This plays an 

important role in achieving good ROI.The E-business has the reach to the customers of the whole world 

connected via Internet. Therefore the E-Commerce enabled business provides its customer the borderless 

marketplace rather than physical marketplace.  Because of the pull type processing E-Commerce provides 

customized product services to fulfill the customer requirement. Now the E-business is free from time, place and 

person. Customers involved in E-Commerce have the choice of shopping around the world and also they can go 

easily for price comparison either by surfing the individual web portal or through the web portal acting as an 
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intermediary and providing comparison lists of similar kind of products offered through different companies [1]. 

Popularity of Social Media such as FB,Linkedln, Tweeter,Whatsapp over Internet and promotional strategies of 

the Government toward digital transactions, lucrativeschemes of business tycoons such as Reliance Jio have also 

necessitated the applicability of Digital Marketing. 

II . OBJECTIVE 

 The main objective of the paper is to unfold the insights of Digital marketing and subsequently the tools and 

trends used in Digital Marketing along with current scenarios and future scope of Digital Marketing in Indian 

context. 

III .RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

As the purpose of Digital Marketing is to promote the business along with the tools and techniques used for its 

analysis side by side, therefore the research methodology used in this paper is descriptive research. 

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

“Brands can now be directsellers, contentproducers, bloggers, tweeters and even friends without having to rely 

on media to deliver those messages.Consumerscanseekoutthosebrands,connectwiththemthroughsocialnetworks, 

tweet aboutthem,andinstantaneouslyletall theirfriendsknowwhattheythinkaboutthemorwhattheyplantobuy.”[2] 

Internet; the Information super highway has provided the entire world a tool for almost free global 

communication, resulting a new  emerging world coined as cyber world, virtual world. This revolution has 

changed the overall working style and provided a new dimension, trends and approaches. Social Networking 

Sites;SNS is a platform which facilitates information sharing among group of participants having electronic 

gadgets such as Android based  smartphones, which is build up on Hi-Speed Internet  Connections framework  

offered in the terms of  2G/ 3G/4G enabled services. The popularity of SNS is also one of the primary reasons of 

increasing the potential Internet users. SNS has created the interest about Web World among the normal public. 

In Indian context Demonetization and lucrative scemes such as Reliance Jioalongwith 4G Scheme on 

smartphones have also drawn the attention of public towards SNS. The emergence of SNS has designated users 

as prosumers as users are both producers and consumers of online contents over SNS.Increasing attraction for 

the web among the public has drawn the attention of corporate world towards Digital Marketing. 

Digital Marketing is the process of building and maintaining customer relationships through online activities to 

generate sales and/or capture thosecustomers whosoever are searching something relevant to them. People 

usually go online in search of new product, service or location. The web is crowded with information, but if 

someone has to attract online people over any specific website for commercial advantage, then for this the 

solution lies with digital marketing practices. Digital Marketing is advantageous over traditional marketing such 

as –it puts customer in control, it drives the brand loyalty, it reduces the selling cycle and also it is cost effective. 

The key objective is to promote brand image of the company, to build more & more prospective customers and 

to increase the sale of goods and services by adopting various digital marketing techniques available nowadays. 
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FIGURE 1 

4.1 Evolution of Digital Marketing 

The term Digital Marketing was first used in 1990s and in 2000s to 2010s; digital marketing became more 

sophisticated as an effective way to create a relationship with the consumers using online activities. In its 

evolution, Digital Marketing was all about-building a web site, creating more and more links with a hope that it 

will show up in Google with the right keywords and further building ads around keywords and to pay for 

everyone clicking and visiting the website such as Google Ad words; the three line ads that show up on right top 

of search engine results, Microsoft Ad center and Yahoo‟s search Marketing (Overture). 

4.2 Digital Marketing Objectives 

The common objectives which needs to be fulfilledessentially in most of the Digital Marketing strategies are- 

 Reach to the right audience 

 Engage with audience 

 Motivate audience to take action 

 Ensure efficient spending on campaign 

 Maximize Return on Investment(ROI) 

4.3 Key Components of Digital Marketing 

The major components of digital marketing are as follows- 

 Website Design 

 Search Engine Optimization(SEO) 

 Pay per click(PPC) 

 Social Media Marketing(SMM) 

 E-Mail Marketing 

 Display Advertising 
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Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is the process of getting traffic from the „free‟, „organic‟ or „natural listing‟ 

on search engine. All major search engines such as Google, Yahoo and Bing have such results where web pages 

and other content such as videos or local listings are shown and ranked based on what the search engine 

considers most relevant to users. Payment is not involved as it is with paid search ads. 

Pay per click(PPC) is a type of sponsored online advertising that is used on a wide range of websites including 

search engine where the advertisers only pays if a web user clicks on their ads. Advertisers place bids on 

keywords or phrases that they think their target audience would type in a search field when they are looking for 

specific goods or services. 

 Social media marketing (SMM) is a medium or instrument for communication. Social media is a social 

instrument of communication. 

 

FIGURE 2 

V. RESEARCH DESIGN 

The descriptive research is based on thesecondary data available on several commercial websites providing 

statistical data for further analysis for business purposes including citations of several research journals 

available into the relevant stream. 

 

VI .DISCUSSION ABOUT GROWTH, TRENDS AND TOOLS IN DIGITAL MARKETING 

PRACTICES 

In current scenario the tools used frequently in digital marketing are Google Analytics, Facebook Insights, 

Survey monkey, Animoto,  Google Drive,Hootsuite,  Wordpress, Skype etc.Till 2017 the digital marketing 

techniques frequently used in the growth of business are shown as below- 
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FIGURE-3 

 The research shows that Content Marketing trend is on the topmost priority. As per the research of 

Smartinsights with Hubspot approx. 40 % businesses are using strategic approach. 

 The big data marketing applications include market and customer insights and predictive analytics. 

 Mobile also has a large impact on search marketing as Google follows its mobile first mantra. 

 Trends in social media marketing are often controlled by the efforts  of the social networks to monetize 

and this has seen Facebook and Instagram, in particular make changes such that businesses now need to 'pay  to 

play' to get the reach needed to have an impact. They have  beencontinued to innovate in their targeting and 

remarketing options. 

 IoT is one of the most important marketing technology applications of the last 2-3 years, but it is of 

mostrelevance to devices makers and retailers, so it is relatively high-up in this ranking of priorities. 

 Google AdWords is the most important form of Pay per Click and here Google has been pursuing 

their'Mobile- First' strategy by building out these features. 

VII. KEY POINTS FOR EFFCTIVE DIGITAL MARKETING PLANNING &       

IMPLEMENTATION 

The world of technology, digital marketing and social media is having asignificant impact on how we behave 

socially; act as consumers and how we dobusiness so it could be fair to say that any business that does not adapt 

to the new era of marketing and communications is in danger of losing out. Proper planning is necessary prior to 

move for digital marketing. The first step is to define the business opportunity for digital marketing. For this 

purpose it is needed to set E-marketing Objectives, to assess marketplace and then to evaluate E-marketing 

performance. In second step it is needed for selecting the strategic approach. Defining customer value 

proposition, e-marketing strategy and e-communication mix. The next stage is delivering result online. 

Implementation of E-marketing plan, Execution of E-Communication, Implementation of customer experience 

and Profile measure & its subsequent improvements are the major concerns in this stage. In short while planning 

for digital marketing, one is needed to access and evaluate the following deeply- 

 Situation Analysis  

 Budget  

 Audience  
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 Objectives  

 Channels  

 Action Plan  

 Measurement 

The major challenges to be faced while implementing digital marketing are – 

 Lack of planning or awareness.  

 Unclear responsibilities. 

  No specific objectives.  

 Lack time or budget.  

 Started but not kept up.  

 Not measurement.  

Further the statistics of the top marketing challenges are shown in figure 4. 

 

figure 4 

 

Social Networks are the key regulators of Digital Marketing. Some popular social networks are – 

 Facebook.  

 Twitter.  

 YouTube.  

 LinkedIn.  

Facebook is used by people and business. In business it can be used for- 

 Win new customers.  

 Communication & brand building. 

 Used for Competitive advantages  

 Market Research. 
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  Tech support  

Using simple tips in Facebook such as Invite friends, Get Likes & comments, Post good contents. Ask for likes 

or comments on content, Redirect to website or call to action, targeting customers are quite easy. 

Twitter is a Micro- blogging site (<140 characters). It is used for Real-time news updates it is a cross between 

instant messaging, text messages, and blogging . 

YouTube is a Video sharing platform.  It is used by people and business. It can upload, trim, add captions, links  

LinkedIn is Professional brand building& networking for individuals. LinkedIn is publicly traded.  

VIII .CONCLUSION 

Traditionally a smaller retailer would struggle to match the fitness of the fixtures and fittings of its larger 

competitors. Online, a crisp well thought out site with a smoothcustomer journey and fantastic service can easily 

sort out this issue using digital marketing.Business can develop its online marketing strategy for very little cost 

and can potentially replace costly advertising channels such asYellow Pages, television, radio and magazines 

etc. Unlike traditional methods one can see in real time what is or is not working for their business online and 

one can adapt very quickly to improve results. For measuring traffic to a particular website one can use Google 

Analytics to measure specific goals to achieve for the website or blog.Most packaged email marketing solutions 

provide good insight into how many people are opening, reading and converting from the sent emails for 

business purpose. A well maintained website with quality content targeting the needs and adding value to target 

audience can provide significant value and lead generation opportunities. 

It is expected that with the growth of IOT, there will be 75 billion connected devices by 2020, meaning there 

will be ten times as many devices able to talk to one another as there will be people on the planet! The 

implications are huge and far ranging. All this sharing of data will transform the way we live our lives. 

Mobile marketing SEO techniques will be particularly important in 2017 with Google's recent 

announcementsabout the mobile index and AMP. We have seen huge increases in AMP smartphone traffic since 

September2016 when Google rolled AMPs out beyond Google News. 

Google Processes roughly more than 20PB data a day. Facebook has more than 2.5PBdata. Therefore for 

understanding business trends and  for applying updated digital marketing strategy Big Data Analysis, Data 

Segregation, Data Mining, Data Visualization, during Data Transaction security and Privacy issues are needed 

to tackle carefully otherwise the efforts of Digital Marketing will not have so much of impact as much it is 

expected from it. 
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